Abstract. I show how one can modify the random-walk Metropolis MCMC method in such a way that a sequence of modified Metropolis updates takes little computation time when the rejection rate is outside a desired interval. This allows one to effectively adapt the scale of the Metropolis proposal distribution, by performing several such "short-cut" Metropolis sequences with varying proposal stepsizes. Unlike other adaptive Metropolis schemes, this method converges to the correct distribution in the same fashion as the standard Metropolis method.
Introduction
The Metropolis algorithm of Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, and Teller (1953) is the first and perhaps still the most widely-used Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. The Metropolis procedure defines a probabilistic transition from a state x (usually of high dimension) to a state x ′ that leaves some desired distribution, with density function π(x), invariant. Starting from any initial state, a Markov chain using such transitions will produce states that asymptotically converge in distribution to π, provided that the transitions are capable of moving from any region of the state space to any other. States from the latter parts of one or more simulations of such a Markov chain (called "runs") are then used to make Monte Carlo estimates for expectations of functions of state with respect to π. For more information on Metropolis and other MCMC methods, and their applications in statistics and statistical physics, see (for example) Neal (1993) , Tierney (1994) , and Liu (2001) .
The Metropolis algorithm requires that we specify a suitable "proposal" distribution, which may depend on the current state, whose conditional density, g(x * |x), satisfies the symmetry condition g(x * |x) = g(x|x * ). A transition (or "update") from state x is performed by generating an x * according to g(·|x), and then "accepting" x * as the new state, x ′ , with probability a(x, x * ) = min [ 1, π(x * )/π(x) ]
If x * is not accepted (ie, is "rejected"), we let the new state, x ′ , be the same as the old state, x.
The most generally-useful class of proposal distributions take the form of adding a random offset to the current state -ie, x * = x + wδ. Here, w is a scalar "stepsize" parameter, and δ is a vector drawn from some distribution not depending on x, with density function f (δ), which must be symmetrical around zero (ie, f (δ) = f (−δ)). In this paper, I will mostly consider distributions for δ in which all components are non-zero, so that the proposed x * differs in all components from the current x. Metropolis procedures in which only one (or a small group) of components are changed in each update are also common, and will be discussed briefly at the end.
Such "random walk" Metropolis updates can explore complex distributions whose shape is not known a priori. However, the efficiency of this exploration depends critically on a proper choice for the stepsize, w. If w is too large, we may find that almost all proposals are rejected, leading to very inefficient exploration. But if w is too small, each update will change the state by only a small amount, so many updates will be required to move a substantial distance (an effect exacerbated by the fact that movement is via a random walk).
We often do not know enough about π initially to choose an appropriate value for the stepsize w. A common approach is to perform some preliminary runs using various values for w, and then use statistics from these runs to select a value for w that appears to give a rejection rate between 50% and 80%. Alternatively, we can manually change w during the early part of a run until we believe we've found a suitable value. With either method, we then use the chosen value for w in the remainder of the run, or in one or more new runs, states from which are used for estimating expectations. Although many useful results have been obtained in this way, this procedure seems a bit wasteful and inelegant. It also may not work well in situations where different stepsizes are appropriate in different regions of the state space. Accordingly, many people have sought methods in which the stepsize is automatically adapted in some suitable way throughout the course of a run.
One obvious approach is to continually change the stepsize based on the rejection rate in past updates. Unfortunately, many naive methods of this sort will give wrong answers. For example, we might for each update use one of two values for the stepsize, w 0 or w 1 (with w 0 < w 1 ), choosing w 0 if the rejection rate in the last 10 updates was greater than 50%, and w 1 otherwise. There is no reason to think that this will produce the right answer, however, since the dependence on past updates destroys the Markov property of the process, which undermines the proof that the distribution of the state converges to π. Indeed, this and similar methods will tend to spend too much time in regions of the state space where a small stepsize is needed to achieve a small-enough rejection rate, since when the Markov chain is in such a region, it will effectively be operating at a slower pace than in regions where a larger stepsize is chosen.
Estimates that are asymptotically correct can be obtained if changes to the stepsize become smaller as the run progresses. Methods of this sort have been investigated by Haario, Saksman, and Tamminen (2001) , Atchadé and Rosenthal (2005) , and Andrieu and Moulines (2005) , who show that when using certain adaptation schemes, estimates of expectations for functions of state will converge to the correct values under certain conditions. These conditions may not be easy to satisfy or to verify, however, and even if they can be shown to hold, properly assessing the error in the estimates found will be more complex than for ordinary MCMC estimation, for which assessing accuracy is already a non-trivial problem, generally requiring some human judgement. More fundamentally, since the correctness of these methods depends on the stepsize becoming more and more stable as the run progresses, it is unclear what advantage these methods might have over the much simpler procedure of adapting the stepsize only during an initial portion of the run, fixing it after some number of updates -essentially an automated version of one of the commonly-used manual procedures described above. Choosing a suitable point at which to fix the stepsize (either manually or automatically) seems easier than assessing the degree to which the accuracy of estimates may have been affected by continual changes in the stepsize.
We would in any case prefer a method that can use different stepsizes in different regions of the state space. Something like this is the objective of the "delayed rejection" Metropolis method (Tierney and Mira 1999; Green and Mira 2001) . In this method, an update may consider several proposals before one is accepted, and later proposals may be influenced by the results of earlier proposals within the same update. "Slice sampling" updates (Neal 2003 ) achieve a similar effect, in a manner that may be more useful in practice. However, these methods adapt only temporarily, as part of a larger update. Adaptation must begin over again at the start of the next update.
In this paper, I describe a new approach to "adapting" the stepsize, which is best understood by first considering the following wasteful strategy. Suppose we are uncertain whether to use w = 1 or w = 10. We might therefore use both of these stepsizes in turn. For instance, we might alternate between performing 30 updates with w = 1 and performing 90 updates with w = 10. Although this procedure may avoid disaster by ensuring that we use a good stepsize at least some of the time, it will be reasonably efficient only when w = 10 is the best stepsize, in which case we will be using the right stepsize for 90/(90 + 30) = 3/4 of the time. When w = 1 is the best step size, but w = 10 is too large, almost all the 90 updates done with w = 10 will be rejected, so only 30/(90 + 30) = 1/4 of the updates will be useful, which seems less than satisfactory.
Suppose, however, that we could somehow arrange that simulating a sequence of Metropolis updates done using a stepsize that is too large, and which therefore are almost always rejected, takes little computation time. In particular, suppose that simulating a sequence of K Metropolis updates with a stepsize that almost always leads to rejection can be done in the same time as 10 ordinary Metropolis updates, regardless of how large K is. With this "short-cut" method, the strategy described above is attractive even when w = 1 is the best stepsize -the 90 updates with w = 10 are done in the same time as 10 ordinary updates, so 30/(10 + 30) = 3/4 of the time is devoted to updates with the best stepsize.
A variation on this approach is possible if a we can also take a short-cut when simulating a sequence of Metropolis updates in which the rejection rate is much smaller than desired. Suppose that a sequence of K updates can be effectively reduced to only 10 updates when almost no updates are rejected, or when almost all updates are rejected, regardless of how large K is. We could then alternately perform a sequence of 60 updates with w = 1 and a sequence of 60 updates with w = 10. If only one of these values for w produces a reasonable rejection rate (not near 0 or 1), then 60/(10+60)=6/7 of our time will be spent simulating the useful updates, with only 1/7 of our time wasted on updates for which the stepsize is too large or too small.
From a computational point of view, these short-cut Metropolis updates can be used to adaptively change the stepsize used during the bulk of the computation, effectively allowing different stepsizes to be used in different regions of the state space. From a mathematical point of view, however, we are still simply performing sequences of updates using pre-determined stepsizes. The Markov property still holds, and all the usual MCMC theorems regarding convergence of the distribution to π and of estimates for expectations with respect to π to their correct values still apply.
The reader may wonder, of course, how one might manage to simulate K Metropolis updates in time that does not depend on K. To see how the Metropolis algorithm can be modified to achieve this, we first need to re-interpret a Metropolis update as a deterministic transformation. This is the topic of the next section.
A deterministic view of the Metropolis algorithm
In this section I will describe how a standard Metropolis update can be viewed as a deterministic transformation following a stochastic extension of the state space to include auxiliary variables. This sets the stage for the modification in the next section, which allows a sequence of Metropolis updates with a badly-chosen stepsize to be simulated very quickly. Note that the complexities of viewing Metropolis updates in this way need not be reflected in the implementation -in this section, the actual implementation is just the standard Metropolis algorithm. Viewing Metropolis updates in terms of auxiliary variables and deterministic transformations is necessary only to show that the modified updates still leave the desired distribution invariant.
To view a Metropolis update as a deterministic transformation, we need to temporarily introduce auxiliary variables, a technique that is familiar from other MCMC methods as well, such as slice sampling (Neal 2003) . Suppose we wish to sample x from distribution π(x), using a chain which has this as its unique invariant distribution. Rather than directly defining an update of x that leaves π(x) invariant, we can expand the state space to pairs (x, y), define a distribution π(x, y) = π(x)π(y|x), where π(x) is the original distribution of interest, and find a way of updating the pair (x, y) that leaves π(x, y) invariant. We can introduce the auxiliary variable y temporarily by sampling a value for it from π(y|x), performing an update of (x, y), and then discarding y. It is easy to see that this procedure leaves π(x) invariant if the update for (x, y) leaves π(x, y) invariant.
Deterministic updates can form part of a valid MCMC scheme as long as they leave the desired distribution invariant. Suppose the desired distribution for the state, z, has density π(z). Let T (z) be a 1-to-1 mapping from the state space onto itself. If z has density π(z), and z ′ = T (z), then according to the standard formula for transformation of probability densities, the density of
is the Jacobian matrix for the transformation. It follows that the transformation z ′ = T (z) will leave π invariant as long as π(T (z)) = π(z) and | det T ′ (z) | = 1 for all z. If z is partially discrete, the Jacobian condition applies only to the continuous portion.
Consider a standard random-walk Metropolis update of x, with invariant density π(x), symmetrical proposal density f (δ), and stepsize w. To view this update in terms of auxiliary variables and a deterministic transformation, we first expand the state space by introducing two auxiliary variables: δ, a vector of the same dimension as x, and e, a positive real number. We then define the joint density π(x, δ, e) = π(x) f (δ) exp(−e), in which x, δ, and e are independent. Finally, we define a transformation, T met , from (x, δ, e) to (x ′ , δ ′ , e ′ ) as follows:
One can easily see that this transformation is 1-to-1 and onto, since for any point (x ′ , δ ′ , e ′ ), exactly one point will transform to this point, namely the point (
otherwise. The Jacobian matrix for this transformation is the identity if e + log(π(x+wδ)/π(x)) ≤ 0, and is otherwise
where I is the identity matrix with dimensions equal to the number of components in x and δ, and the values of a and b are irrelevant. One can easily see that the absolute value of the determinant of this matrix is one, since the only non-zero term in the determinant is the product of the entries on the main diagonal, which are all 1 or −1. Finally, the probability density of (x ′ , δ ′ , e ′ ) is the same as that of (x, δ, e), since when these points differ
We can therefore conclude that the following procedure for updating x to x ′ leaves π(x) invariant:
1) Randomly pick values for the temporary auxiliary variables, as follows: a) Pick a value for δ according to the density function f (δ).
b) Pick a value for e from the exponential distribution with mean one, whose density function is exp(−e).
2) Set (x ′ , δ ′ , e ′ ) = T met (x, δ, e), where T met is defined by equation (2).
3) Forget δ ′ and e ′ , leaving just x ′ as the new state.
The distribution sampled in
Step (1) is π(δ, e|x), so the joint distribution at this point will be π(x, δ, e) if the distribution of x was π(x) before.
Step (2) leaves invariant this joint distribution, and hence also the marginal distribution for x, which we return to in Step (3).
The effect of this procedure is equivalent to a standard random-walk Metropolis update. In step (3), x ′ will be set to either x or x+wδ. The probability of the latter is the probability that a value drawn from an exponential distribution with mean one is greater than − log(π(x+wδ)/π(x)), which is min[1, π(x+wδ)/π(x)], the same as the Metropolis acceptance probability of (1).
We can also view an entire sequence of K random-walk Metropolis updates in terms of an initial stochastic extension of the state space to include auxiliary variables followed by a single deterministic transformation. We now need K copies of the auxiliary variables used above, denoted by δ 0 , . . . , δ K−1 and e 0 , . . . , e K−1 , plus an index variable, i, in {0, . . . , K −1}. The joint density for x and these auxiliary variables is defined to be
In other words, the auxilary variables are all independent of x and each other, and their distributions are as previously defined, except for i, which is given a uniform distribution. We will repeatedly apply a transformation in which (x, i, δ 0 , . . . , δ K−1 , e 0 , . . . , e K−1 ) is mapped to the point found by transforming (x, δ i , e i ) to (x ′ , δ ′ i , e ′ i ) according to the mapping T met of equation (2), the value of i is change to i ′ = i+1 (mod K), and the other auxiliary variables are left unchanged. As shown above, the T met part of this transformation is 1-to-1 and onto, the absolute value of the determinant of its Jacobian matrix is one, and the probability density of the transformed point is the same as that of the original point. The i ′ = i + 1 (mod K) part is also 1-to-1 and onto, and since i is discrete, there is no Jacobian to worry about. Since i has a uniform distribution, the density is also not changed by this part of the transformation.
The entire transformation therefore leaves π invariant. We can write the procedure using this transformation in detail as follows: 3) Forget δ 0 , . . . , δ K−1 , e 0 , . . . , e K−1 , and i, leaving just x ′ as the new state.
It easy to see that this procedure is equivalent to simply performing K successive random-walk Metropolis updates. The index i takes on each of its K possible values exactly once, and for each value of this index, a Metropolis update is performed utilizing the auxiliary variables δ i and e i .
3 Short-cut simulation of sequences of Metropolis updates
Consider now a sequence of K Metropolis updates, divided into M groups of L updates (so that K = M L). I show here how we can look at the number of rejections within each group as we simulate it, and modify subsequent actions so that no further computation is required once two groups are simulated in which the number of rejections is outside some desired range. For example, if we set L = 5, we can achieve the result mentioned in the introduction -if the stepsize is so large that almost all Metropolis updates are rejected, or so small that almost none are rejected, the K updates can usually be computed using the time normally required for only 10 updates, regardless of how large K is.
First, however, let's once again look at how we can perform standard Metropolis updates using auxiliary variables and a deterministic transformation, this time expressed in terms of M successive transformations, each of which corresponds to L Metropolis updates. We introduce a new auxiliary variable, s, in {−1, +1}, which will determine in which direction the index i moves. It will be uniformly distributed, independently of the other variables, so the joint distribution of x and all auxiliary variables is now
We can use arguments paralleling those used in the previous section to justify Procedure 2 to show that the following procedure for updating x leaves π invariant: 2) Transform x and the auxiliary variables by repeating the following sequence of transformations M times: a) First, apply the transformation T met to (x, δ i , e i ). Second, do the following L − 1 times: add s to i, modulo K, and then apply T met to (x, δ i , e i ). Third, negate s.
3) Forget δ 0 , . . . , δ K−1 , e 0 , . . . , e K−1 , i, and s, leaving just x ′ as the new state.
Note that each of Steps (2a), (2b), and (2c) leaves π invariant. The negation of s in
Step (2b) simply undoes the negation at the end of
Step (2a), so the only difference between this procedure and the one in the preceding section is that the initial value of s determines whether the δ i and e i are utilized in increasing order or decreasing order. The order makes no difference, so this procedure is also equivalent to performing K = M L standard random-walk Metropolis updates.
We can now modify this procedure to avoid computation when the rejection rate is greater or less than desired. The modification will have the effect of negating s, thereby reversing the direction in which i moves, whenever the number of rejections within a group of L updates is outside some desired range. The updates following this will undo earlier updates, leading back to previously computed states, which need not be computed again. Once the original state is reached, new states will be computed, but if a second reversal occurs, all subsequent updates will result in states that have already been computed. An extreme, but not necessarily uncommon, case occurs when the number of rejections in the first group of L updates is outside the desired range, and the same is true of the group of L updates simulated next. The final state will then be the same as the original state. A total of only 2L updates requiring computation will have been done, regardless of K.
To see how this modification can be done, first note that the transformation in Step (2a) -call it T seq -is its own inverse. T seq will change
Changes to x and the δ i and e i would also be undone. The values of i used in these updates would be visited in reverse order. If the original update was a rejection, for which T met (x, δ i , e i ) = (x, δ i , e i ), it will be a rejection in this reverse pass as well, leaving the original state unchanged. If the original update instead had T met (x, δ i , e i ) = (x+wδ i , −δ i , e i + log(π(x+wδ i )/π(x)), applying T met a second time will again restore the original state of (x, δ i , e i ).
In general, any transformation, z ′ = T (z), that is its own inverse (and hence is also 1-to-1 and onto), that has a Jacobian matrix for which the absolute value of the determinant is one, and that satisfies π(T (z)) = π(z) for all z will, as we have seen, leave the density π(z) invariant. For any set A, consider the modified transformation,T A , defined bỹ
One can easily show thatT A is also its own inverse:
One can also easily see that the determinant of the Jacobian matrix ofT A has absolute value one, and that π(T A (z)) = π(z). It follows thatT A leaves π invariant.
If we modify Step (2a) in Procedure 3 to use T A seq rather than T seq , the overall procedure will therefore still leave π invariant. A variety of choices for the set A may be useful, but for the moment I will consider only sets, R l,h , consisting of values for x and the auxiliary variables for which applying T seq will result in L updates in which the number of rejections is outside the interval [l, h]. We might, for instance, use the set R 1,L−1 , in order to pick out groups in which either all updates are rejected or no updates are rejected, or the set R 0,L−1 , in order to pick out only groups in which all updates are rejected. By considering the details of Step (2a), one can see that a point is in R l,h if and only if the image of this point under T seq is also in R l,j , since if an update is rejected when simulating in the forward direction, it will also be rejected when simulating backwards.
Modifying Procedure 3 to use T Rl,h seq rather than T seq in Step (2a), and then merging this step with Step (2b), yields the following procedure: 2) Transform x and the auxiliary variables by repeating the following sequence of transformations M times: a) First, apply the transformation T met to (x, δ i , e i ). Second, do the following L − 1 times: add s to i, modulo K, and then apply T met to (x, δ i , e i ). Finally, if the number of these applications of T met that were rejections is less than l or greater than h, change i back to its value at the start of this step (ie, subtract (L−1)s from it, modulo K), change x back to its value at the start of this step, and negate s.
The new Step (2a) above reverses the direction, s, only when a group is simulated in which the number of rejections is outside the desired range. Procedure 4 will therefore mimic a sequence of standard Metropolis updates as long as the number of rejections in each group of L updates is in this range. If a group of updates fails this test, the direction reverses, and previous states are revisited, without the need to recompute them. Once these previous states have all been visited, new states are again simulated. If a second group of updates fails the test, the direction reverses again, and states are again revisited, with no further computation of states being required. It is possible that the direction will subsequently reverse many times, with states being revisited again and again in a back-and-forth manner. Note that if the numbers of rejections in the first two groups of updates are outside the desired range, we simply stay at the initial state. Figure 1 illustrates this short-cut Metropolis procedure, for the case where L = 3 and M = 7, and hence K = M L = 21, and where l = 0 and h = L − 1 -ie, we reverse direction when all updates in a group are rejected, but not when none of the updates are rejected.
Implementation issues
When implementing the short-cut Metropolis method, the description in Procedure 4 can be simplified. There is no need to randomly pick a value for i -this step is needed for the proof of validity, but one can see that the distribution of the final result is the same regardless of which value for i was picked. Time can be saved by generating values for δ i and e i only if and when they are needed. Once used, the values for these auxiliary variables can be forgotten, provided the states that were generated using them are saved.
Most importantly, as was discussed above, although Procedure 4 as written appears to involve K = M L applications of T met (defined by equation (2)), each requiring evaluation of π(x) at two states, when the direction of simulation reverses due to a group of L rejections, many of these applications of T met can be avoided, since they produce states that have already been computed. Furthermore, if the value of π(x) is saved for all states that have been computed, an application of T met will require only the evaluation of π(x + wδ), since π(x) will already be known. (This is also true for the standard Metropolis method.) Procedure 4 was shown in the previous section to leave π invariant. Accordingly, if we apply this procedure repeatedly, we are justified in estimating expectations of functions of state using the final states obtained at the end of each such application (after discarding a suitable initial "burn-in" period). This may be inefficient, however. Each application of Procedure 4 involves K Metropolis updates. If we did these in the standard manner, we would be able to use all K of these states when estimating expectations, not just the last of them. This will produce more accurate estimates, although for difficult problems, in which these K states are highly dependent, the gain may be small (and may not be worth the cost of storing these additional states).
Fortunately, we can estimate expectations using all these states with the short-cut Metropolis method as well. In equilibrium, the state before applying Procedure 4 will have distribution π. Since every application of Step (2) leaves π invariant, the states at the end of Step (2) will also have distribution π, so we could use all M of these states when estimating expectations, not just the last. Similarly, each application of T met in Step (2a) leaves π invariant, so we can decide to use all K = M L of these states when estimating expectations. Note that if we decide to do this, we must use all these states regardless of whether or not T met involved a rejection, and whether or not the direction of simulation was reversed in Step (2a) -any scheme in which the states to use are chosen based on the results of the simulation might introduce bias.
If we decide to use all the K states produced using T met (or if we decide to use all M states at the end of Step (2)), we have several options when one of these states turns out to be a duplicate of an earlier state. The simplest option is to simply copy the earlier state to the area of memory initial state x δ 9 δ 10 δ 11 δ 12 δ 13 δ 14
Figure 1: An illustration of the short-cut Metropolis method, with L = 3, M = 7, l = 0, and h = 2. The vertical axis represents the state (here one dimensional). The horizontal axis represents the index, i, of the auxiliary variables, (δ i , e i ), used for each update. If states are very large, and only the final states of short-cut sequences are used for estimating expectations, it is possible to use a method that avoids storing any but the initial and current states. At the beginning of a short-cut sequence, the initial state and the state of the pseudorandom number generator are saved. Metropolis updates are then simulated, with only the current state being retained. If a reversal occurs, the initial state may have to be restored, at which point the state of the pseudo-random generator is again saved. During this procedure, we don't actually copy any states when performing updates that produce previously-computed states (which we haven't saved) -we just keep track of where we are in the earlier part of the sequence. If the final state of the sequence is not a copy of an earlier state, it will be available as the current state. Otherwise, we record the position of the final state that was reached, save the final state of the pseudo-random number generator, restore the initial state and the appropriate saved state of the pseudo-random number generator, and simulate the number of Metropolis updates needed to re-create the desired final state. The final state of the pseudo-random number generator is then restored. This procedure reduces the amount of memory required, but may increase the computation time needed by up to a factor of two, though typically the average increase will be much less than this.
Standard errors for estimates of expectations are usually found from the sample variance and sample autocorrelation function (see, for example, Neal 1993, Section 6.3). If all K states produced by a short-cut Metropolis update are used, one might wonder whether this is valid, since the process appears to be non-stationary, in which case the autocorrelation function would not be welldefined. In fact, however, one can view the process as being stationary if the state is extended to include auxiliary variables, including one that produces alternation between Steps (1) and (2) of Procedure 4. Alternatively, one can look at the sample variance and sample autocorrelation function of block averages, over the K states in each short-cut Metropolis update, or over longer blocks consisting of several short-cut Metropolis updates with different stepsizes.
Demonstrations on simple distributions
To illustrate the operation of the short-cut Metropolis procedure, and provide some insight into its performance, I will show how it works when sampling from three simple distributions -a onedimensional distribution for which the updates can easily be visualized, a multivariate Gaussian distribution in which the variance in some directions is much smaller than in others, and a "funnel" distribution that has features typical of Bayesian hierarchical models.
The program for these examples is listed in the Appendix, and is available from my web page.
A one-dimensional mixture distribution
I will start with a one-dimensional example, since this allows for easy visualization, though performance on one-dimensional examples is not always typical of what happens in higher dimensions.
The distribution used here is an equal mixture of two Gaussian distributions, one with mean 0 and standard deviation 10, the other with mean 10 and standard deviation 1. The density function for this mixture is
We will try to estimate the mean of this distribution from points generated using Metropolis updates. The true value of the mean is (1/2)0 + (1/2)10 = 5.
I used a Gaussian proposal distribution centred on the current state, with standard deviation w (in other words, δ was Gaussian with mean zero and standard deviation 1, so that wδ had standard deviation w). If the distribution to sample from were Gaussian with standard deviation 1, a stepsize of w = 2 might be appropriate, while if the distribution to sample from were Gaussian with standard deviation 10, we might choose w = 20. Since the actual distribution is a mixture of these two, we might be uncertain whether the best stepsize is w = 2 or w = 20, or we might think that we need to use both stepsizes at different times. The standard and naive adaptive Metropolis methods were run for 1.2 million iterations, and therefore required 1.2 million evaluations of π(x). The short-cut Metropolis method with l = 0 (reversing only when all updates in a group were rejected) was run for 16500 pairs of sequences with w = 2 and w = 20, which also required about 1.2 million evaluations of π(x). The short-cut Metropolis method with l = 1 (reversing when either all or none of the updates in a group were rejected) was run for 18000 pairs of sequences with w = 2 and w = 20, again requiring about 1.2 million evaluations of π(x). All states generated by each method were averaged to estimate the mean of x. For the standard and naive Metropolis methods, there were 1.2 million states. For the two short-cut Metropolis methods, the numbers of states averaged was 1.98 million and 2.16 million, but many of these states were copies of other states.
The results are shown in Table 1 . The rejection rate for Metropolis updates includes, for the short-cut methods, those that are not actually performed. The autocorrelation time for x is defined to be one plus twice the sum of the autocorrelations for x at lags one to infinity; it is here estimated using the estimated autocorrelations at lags one to 500. The estimated mean for x is the sample average for all states. The standard error for this estimate is found from the variance of the mixture distribution, which is known to be exactly 75.5, and the effective sample size, which is the number of states used for the average divided by the autocorrelation time. For further details on computation of MCMC standard errors, see (Neal 1993, Section 6.3 Although standard Metropolis with stepsize w = 2 would be good for exploring the mixture component with standard deviation one, we can see from its high autocorrelation time (and consequent large standard error) that it does not move around the whole mixture distribution efficiently. The low overall rejection rate of 0.274 is another indication that w = 2 is too small. The results with w = 20 are much better. For both methods, the estimated mean for x differs from the true value of 5 by an amount that is compatible with the estimated standard error.
We might hope to improve on both of these standard Metropolis methods using an adaptive scheme that chooses between w = 2 and w = 20 according to whether the number of rejections in the last 10 updates was more than 5 or not. This naive adaptive scheme does produce a reasonable rejection rate, and a fairly low autocorrelation time. But the estimate it produces for the mean of x is completely wrong. This estimate of 6.002 differs from the true value of 5 by more than 30 times the standard error, showing that this method is heavily biased.
The two short-cut Metropolis methods do get the right answer, within plus or minus twice the standard error. They both are more efficient than standard Metropolis with w = 2, but they are less efficient than standard Metropolis with w = 20. This is not too surprising, since for very lowdimensional distributions, large stepsizes can be desirable, even when they produce large rejection rates (often even when the rejection rate is much larger than the fairly moderate value of 0.699 seen here for w = 20). We will have to look at higher-dimensional problems to assess the advantages of short-cut Metropolis.
This one-dimensional example does allow for a good visualization of short-cut Metropolis, as seen in Figure 2 . The top panel of this figure shows the first four short-cut Metropolis sequences from the run in which reversals were done only when a group of L = 5 updates were all rejections. In the first sequence, with K = 30 and w = 2, all the states are outside the narrow mixture component around x = 10. In this region, w = 2 is a very small stepsize. Consequently, none of the groups consists only of rejections, there are no reversals, and the entire sequence looks exactly like a sequence of standard Metropolis updates. The next short-cut sequence, with K = 90 and w = 20, enters the region around x = 10, where there is a peak in the mixture density, which results in a high probability of rejecting a proposal generated with w = 20. The group of updates from index 56 to 60 are all rejected, resulting in a reversal. The states copied after that are shown as light dots. Once the initial state from index 30 has been copied, simulation of new states (shown as darker dots) resumes, continuing until another group of all rejections occurs at indexes 106 to 110, after which no further computation of states is need to the end of this sequence. The third and fourth short-cut sequences repeat this pattern -the first (with w = 2) has no reversals, and the second (with w = 20) has two reversals, with about half the states copied from other states.
The bottom panel in Figure 2 shows four short-cut sequences from the run in which reversals The top plot shows a portion of a short-cut Metropolis run with l = 0 and h = L−1, for which reversals occur only when all updates in a group are rejected; the bottom plot shows a portion of a run with l = 1 and h = L−1, for which reversals occur when either all or none of the updates in a group are rejected. The vertical axis is the state (x), with 10 ± 2 shown by horizontal lines. The horizontal axis indexes the updates, with the gray vertical lines marking the ends of groups, and the black vertical lines marking the ends of short-cut sequences. Dark gray dots are states that required computation to find; light gray dots are states that were copied from earlier states. Black circles are states at the ends of groups. The stepsizes used for the short-cut sequences are shown above the plots.
occur when a group of updates has either no rejections or all rejections. In the first sequence, with w = 2 and K = 60, the first group has no rejections. The direction of simulation is therefore reversed, and the state is restored to the initial state. One update in the second group is a rejection, but the third group has no rejections, causing a second reversal. Note that at this reversal the state is restored to what it was at the beginning of the third group. Consequently, the state after simulating this group is different from the state produced by the last update in the group -a situation that cannot happen when reversals occur only when all updates in a group are rejected. Subsequent groups in this sequence are just copies of previously-computed states. Effectively, the short-cut procedure has "decided" that the stepsize is too small, so that little work should be done for this sequence. In the second sequence, with w = 20 and K = 60, a reversal occurs after the second group of updates, all of which were rejected, but no second reversal occurs, so only a few states were copied from other states. Here, the short-cut method has "decided" that the stepsize is about right. In the third sequence, the stepsize is again w = 2, but the chain enters the region around x = 10, for which this stepsize works well, so most of the states are not copies. The fourth sequence, with w = 20, is also in the region around x = 10, for which w = 20 is too large a stepsize. The first two groups consist only of rejections, so the entire sequence of states is the same as the initial state, with only the first two groups requiring any computation.
A multivariate Gaussian distribution
As a second demonstration, I applied standard and short-cut Metropolis methods to the problem of sampling from a seven-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution. The mean of this distribution was the zero vector, and its covariance matrix was diagonal, with the variances of the first two components being 1 and the remaining five being 0.1 2 . The proposal distribution was also Gaussian, with mean equal to the current point, and covariance matrix of wI. Note that since the proposal distribution is spherically symmetric, behaviour would be unchanged if the distribution were rotated. Accordingly, although the seven coordinates are independent in the distribution actually used, the same behaviour would be seen for any multivariate Gaussian distribution whose covariance matrix has eigenvalues equal to the variances used here.
I applied the standard Metropolis method to this distribution using stepsizes of w = 0.02, w = 0.1, and w = 0.5, in each case for 900000 updates. The first of these stepsizes is too small, and the last is too big, but we imagine that we do not realize this initially. Accordingly, I also did a run in which these three stepsizes were applied in turn, each for 200 updates at a time, with this cycle being repeated 1500 times, again for a total of 900000 updates. All 900000 states produced were used to estimate expectations.
I tried three versions of short-cut Metropolis. All versions used groups of L = 6 updates, and cycled among sequences with w = 0.02, w = 0.1, and w = 0.5. The total number of Metropolis updates for these three stepsizes (including updates that were copied from previous states) was always 600. The number of times these three sequences were repeated was adjusted so that the total number of evaluations of π(x) was approximately 900000, as for the standard Metropolis runs. More than 900000 states were produced (some copied from earlier states), all of which were used to estimate expectations.
In the first version of short-cut Metropolis, reversals were done only when all updates in a group were rejections (ie, l = 0 and h = L−1). The short-cut sequences using w = 0.02 were of length K = 60, those using w = 0.1 were of length K = 150, and those using w = 0. Table 2 : Results of seven Metropolis methods on the multivariate Gaussian distribution. K = 390. These increasing lengths were chosen so that the method would spend most of its time using an appropriate stepsize, regardless of which of the three was the appropriate one. For sequences using the smallest stepsize of w = 0.02, no reversals were done, even if a group consisted only of rejections (ie, l = 0 and h = L), since there is no smaller stepsize to try in any case. (In other words, the 60 updates with w = 0.02 were done in the standard way, with no short-cut.) The three sequences were repeated 4080 times, producing 2.448 million states.
The second version of short-cut Metropolis used sequences of length K = 200 for all three stepsizes. Reversals were done when either all or none of the updates in a group were rejections (ie, l = 1 and h = L−1), except that no reversal was done for a group of all rejections when using the smallest stepsize, and no reversal was done for a group of no rejections for the biggest stepsize. For this version, the three sequences were repeated 3000 times, producing 1.800 million states.
In the third version of short-cut Metropolis, reversals were done when either all of the updates in a group were rejections, or when the number of rejections was less than two (ie, l = 2 and h = L−1) -except that, as before, reversals were done for the biggest stepsize only for groups of all rejections, and for the smallest stepsize only for groups with less than two rejections. The rationale for this version is that the optimal rejection rate is often somewhat greater than 50% (see Roberts and Rosenthal 2001) , so using an asymmetrical range for the desired number of rejections (from l = 2 to h = L − 1) may be beneficial. For this version, the three sequences were repeated 3720 times, producing 2.232 million states.
Results of estimating the expected value of the first component of state (whose true value is zero) are shown in Table 2 . Autocorrelation times were estimated using the estimated autocorrelations up to lag 12000 for standard Metropolis with w = 0.02 and w = 0.5, and to lag 8000 for the other methods. The standard errors shown account for the varying autocorrelation times, and the fact that the short-cut Metropolis runs have a larger number of states (found using the same number of evaluations of π(x)). The actual differences between the estimates and the true mean of zero are all consistent with the standard errors, exhibiting the usual amount of chance variation.
The smallest standard error is for the standard Metropolis run with w = 0.1. Standard Metropolis runs with w = 0.02 and w = 0.1 produced much larger standard errors, showing that these stepsizes are not suitable. By assumption, however, we don't know ahead of time that w = 0.1 is the best stepsize. If we therefore use all three stepsizes in turn, we pay a price in terms of a larger standard error. The cost can be estimated by the square of the ratio of the standard errors, which is (0.067/0.038) 2 = 3.11. This measures how much longer a run we would need using all three stepsizes to get the same accuracy as when using just w = 0.1. As expected, it is near 3, since only Table 3 : Fractions of states copied from earlier states for three versions of short-cut Metropolis.
The lengths (K) of the sequences for each stepsize (w) are shown as well.
1/3 of the time is spend using the good stepsize of w = 0.1 in the run using all three stepsizes.
We hope to do better than this using the short-cut method. As seen in Table 2 , all three versions of the short-cut method that were tried do indeed have smaller standard errors than standard Metropolis using all three stepsizes, though their standard errors are greater than that of standard Metropolis using w = 0.1. The differences between the three short-methods are fairly small. The estimated advantages over the standard method using all three stepsizes range from (0.067/0.050) 2 = 1.80 to (0.067/0.044) 2 = 2.32.
We can gain some insight into how the short-cut methods perform by looking at the fraction of states that were copied from earlier states (and hence required no evaluation of π(x)). These fractions are shown in Table 3 . In the version in which reversals occur only when a group consists of all rejections, almost all of the updates with w = 0.5 were copies, while almost none of the updates with w = 0.1 were copies. (There were no copies for w = 0.02, since these updates were done with standard Metropolis.) This is just what we hoped for. However, the updates done with w = 0.02 still represent an inefficiency, which is diminished but not eliminated by the fact that the sequences with w = 0.02 are shorter than those with w = 0.1.
In the second version, reversals are done when either all or no rejections occur in a group. Again, most updates with w = 0.5 are copies. Over half the updates with w = 0.02 required actual computation, however. Since in this method the lengths of the sequences for different stepsizes were the same, the result is that the inefficiency from doing updates with w = 0.02 was greater than for the first version.
The third version reduces this problem by reversing when the number of rejections in a group is either zero or one (except for the largest stepsize of w = 0.5). Reversals then happen sooner with w = 0.02, and consequently more states are copies, and less time is wasted with this unsuitable stepsize. The standard error is therefore reduced.
A "funnel" distribution
As a final illustration, I will show how short-cut Metropolis can be advantageous when no single stepsize is optimal for all regions of the distribution being sampled. I have previously used this example to illustrate the advantages of slice sampling (Neal 2003) .
The state for this example consists of ten real-valued components, v and x 1 to x 9 . The marginal distribution of v is Gaussian with mean zero and standard deviation 3. Conditional on a given value of v, the variables x 1 to x 9 are independent, with the conditional distribution for each being Gaussian with mean zero and variance e v . The resulting distribution, π, has a shape resembling a ten-dimensional funnel, with small values for v at its narrow end, and large values for v at its wide end. Such a distribution is typical of priors for components of Bayesian hierarchical models -x 1 to x 9 might, for example, be random effects for nine subjects, with v being the log of the variance of these random effects. If the data happen to be largely uninformative, the problem of sampling from the posterior will be similar to that of sampling from the prior, so this test is relevant to actual Bayesian inference problems.
I will focus here on estimating the mean of the v component. The distribution is defined so that the true mean of v is zero, but we pretend here that we don't know that, and see how well various Metropolis methods can estimate this mean, and more generally, the marginal distribution of v.
The Metropolis methods I will consider update v and x 1 to x 9 simultaneously, using a multivariate Gaussian proposal distribution with mean equal to the current state and covariance matrix wI. All the methods employ sequences of 1000 Metropolis updates, with only the last state from each sequence being used to estimate expectations. The initial state had v = 0 and all x i = 1.
Using standard Metropolis updates with a fixed value for w can be disastrous. Figure 3 shows values sampled for v using four stepsizes of w = 0.03, w = 0.15, w = 0.75, and w = 3.75, in runs consisting of 20000 sequences of 1000 updates. When w = 3.75, the run never goes much below zero. This behaviour can be explained by imagining what would happen if the chain reached a point with a much smaller value of v, such as v = −6, along with suitable values for x 1 to x 9 . The standard deviation of the x i given this value of v is e −6/2 = 0.05. With w = 3.75, the probability of proposing a state with reasonable values of x 1 to x 9 is extremely small, so the probability of rejection is extremely high, and the Markov chain will stay at the state with this small value of v for a very long time. Since the chain leaves π invariant, it follows that movement from a state with a large value of v to a state with a small value of v must be very infrequent -so infrequent that, as we see in the figure, it never happens in 20 million Metropolis updates. We do see signs of the problem in the long strings of rejections when the chain enters states with v slightly less than zero.
When w = 0.75, the same problem exists. None of the states sampled have v less than −5, which ought to occur with probability 0.048. Worse, the plot in Figure 3 for w = 0.75 shows no sign of there being any problem with his run. This is the dreaded "nightmare" scenario of MCMC, in which lack of convergence leads to drastically wrong results that appear to be correct. Figure 4: Standard and short-cut Metropolis methods using multiple stepsizes, applied to the funnel distribution. The plots are analogous to those in Figure 3 . The run for the short-cut method was about twice as long as the standard Metropolis run (with the number of evaluations of π being equal). Accordingly, while the state after every eighth sequence is shown for the standard method, every sixteenth is shown for the short-cut method, so that the plots can be more easily compared.
time spent on stepsizes that are not appropriate. A short-cut Metropolis run was done in which sequences of 1000 Metropolis updates were done as M = 25 groups of L = 40 updates. Reversals were done when a group consisted of all rejections, and when a group had fewer than three rejections (ie, l = 3 and h = 39), except that no reversals were done on all rejections for the largest stepsize, or on fewer than three rejections for the smallest stepsize. Because some states in the short-cut run are copied without further computation, 42000 sequences of 1000 updates can be done with the same number of evaluations of π as with the 20000 sequences done using standard Metropolis.
The bottom plot of Figure 4 shows that the short-cut method produces good results, sampling both large and small values of v at least as well as the standard Metropolis run using four stepsizes. Table 4 provides a quantitative comparison of the methods. The estimates in this table are based only on the final state from each sequence of 1000 Metropolis updates, and autocorrelations are for these final states, not for the states after each Metropolis update. Autocorrelation times were estimated using estimated autocorrelations up to lag 1000 for standard Metropolis with w = 0.03, w = 0.15, and w = 3.75, up to lag 100 for standard Metropolis with w = 0.15, and up to lag 50 for the standard and short-cut methods using all four stepsizes.
The standard Metropolis runs with w = 0.75 and w = 3.75 produce estimates for the mean of v that are far from the true value, much further than would be expected given the computed standard errors. These unrealistic standard errors result from underestimation of the autocorrelation time, Table 4 : Results of several Metropolis methods applied to the funnel distribution.
which for these runs is actually extremely large. The standard error for the standard Metropolis run with w = 0.03 may be realistic, but is uncomfortably large.
Standard Metropolis with w = 0.15, standard Metropolis using all four stepsizes, and shortcut Metropolis using these four stepsizes all produce reasonable estimates, consistent with their standard errors. The short-cut Metropolis method produced the best results. Its advantage over standard Metropolis using all four stepsizes is a factor of (0.090/0.073) 2 = 1.52. Figure 5 shows how this advantage was obtained. For each of the four stepsizes, a substantial fraction of states were sometimes copied from earlier states, with the amount of copying varying with the value of v at the start of a sequence. In effect, the short-cut method allows the stepsize that is predominantly used to vary depending on where in the state space the chain is currently located. Stepsize of 3.75
Figure 5: How the fraction of states copied from earlier states by short-cut Metropolis applied to the funnel distribution varies with stepsize. The horizontal axis is the value of v at the start of a short-cut sequence. The vertical axis is the fraction of states in a short-cut sequence that were copied from earlier states. A point is plotted for every fifth short-cut sequence in the run.
Discussion
In this paper, I have shown that by using the short-cut Metropolis method the stepsize for the random-walk Metropolis method can in effect be adaptively chosen from a small number of alternatives, without the complications that arise in other adaptive schemes that abandon the Markov property. The short-cut method is also capable of using different stepsizes in different regions of the state space.
Two general strategies have been demonstrated in the examples above. In one strategy, shortcuts are taken only when the rejection rate is high (due to the stepsize being too big). We cyclicly simulate short-cut sequences using a range of stepsizes, with the sequences using bigger stepsizes being much longer than those using smaller stepsizes. If the biggest stepsize turns out to be best, it will dominate the computation time simply because the sequence using it is much longer than those using smaller stepsizes. If instead a smaller stepsize turns out to be best, it will dominate because the sequences with bigger stepsizes will take little time to simulate, once two groups of updates consisting of all rejections are encountered. A limitation of this strategy is that the sequences using increasing stepsizes must have lengths that increase exponentially. If we need to use a large range of stepsizes, we might find that the length of the longest sequence is greater than the total number of updates we wish to perform.
The second strategy does not suffer from this problem. It also cyclicly simulates short-cut sequences using several stepsizes, but these sequences can all be of the same length. Short-cuts are taken when the rejection rate is either too high (stepsize too big) or the rejection rate is too low (stepsize too small). If only one of the stepsizes used is appropriate, only the sequence using this stepsize will take appreciable time to simulate. Simulations of sequences using the other stepsizes will soon encounter two groups of updates for which the number of rejections is either below the limit lower established, or above the upper limit, after which no further computation of states is required. A fairly large number of stepsizes can feasibly be used with this strategy.
With either strategy, it would be possible to pick stepsizes randomly from some range, rather than cycling through a small number of possible stepsizes. The length (K) of the sequence could be a function of the chosen stepsize, as could l, h, and L.
One possible improvement would be to look not at the actual number of rejections within a group of updates, but rather at the expected number of rejections, which is just the sum of one minus the acceptance probability of equation (1) over all updates in a group. The set A in equation (9) would be defined in terms of the expected number of rejections for a group of updates starting in the given state. We must be careful, however. For the method to remain valid, we must either look at whether the state at the start of a group or the state at the end of the group is in A, or define the set A so that if the start state is in A then the end state will be also. The latter approach is probably preferable. We could, for example, define A to consist of states that produce a group of updates for which the average of the expected number of rejections when simulating the group forwards and when simulating it backwards is outside some desired interval.
This change would reduce the amount of random variation in whether or not a group of updates causes a reversal in the simulation. This is likely to be beneficial, since it will lead to unsuitable stepsizes being more reliably identified. Situations where bad luck leads to two early reversals even though the stepsize is suitable will be less common. Conversely, it will be less likely that a sequence using an unsuitable stepsize will avoid encountering two reversals early on.
The examples in this paper use Metropolis updates that change all components of the state at once. It is common to instead perform a sequence of Metropolis updates, each of which proposes to change only one component (or sometimes a few components). The simplest approach to applying the short-cut technique in this context would use a single stepsize parameter, w, multiplying the scale of all the proposal distributions, and base reversals on the total number of rejections for updates of all components. This might, however, lead to most computation time being devoted to a stepsize that is suitable for most of the components, but is much too large or small for a one or a few components. One might instead base reversals on the maximum rejection rate over all components, to avoid the possibility that one component becomes "stuck" as a result of using too large a w.
Much better, however, would be to somehow adaptively choose different stepsizes for different components. Similarly, if we update all components at once, using a Gaussian proposal distribution, we would ideally adaptively choose the entire covariance matrix, not just a single scale factor, w. Unfortunately, the short-cut technique does not easily handle a large number of tuning parameters. We could perform short-cut sequences using randomly-chosen values for these parameters, and do reversals based on some criterion that indicates whether the chosen values are unsuitable. However, with many parameters, suitable values might be chosen very rarely. This appears to be a fundamental limitation of the short-cut method.
Situations in which we wish to tune just one or a few parameters of an MCMC method are not uncommon, however. Aside from the Metropolis methods discussed in this paper, one might try to extend the short-cut technique to slice sampling (Neal 2003) , combining slice sampling's short-term adaptation within each update with the short-cut method's longer-term "adaptation". Exactly how to apply the short-cut method to slice sampling remains to be worked out, however. It is possible to use the short-cut technique for MCMC methods based on simulation of Hamiltonian dynamics (for a review, see Neal 1993, Section 5) , where the parameter to be tuned is the stepsize for a discretization of the dynamics. This stepsize must be kept small enough that the discretization error in the Hamiltonian is not too large. This is a very natural setting for the short-cut method, since the dynamical updates are already deterministic. Indeed, it is in this context that the shortcut idea first occurred to me.
An irony with adaptive schemes is that while they are designed to ease the burden of setting the parameters of an MCMC method, they themselves introduce even more parameters to be set. Thus with the short-cut method, we must select the set of w values, the group size, L, the number of groups, M , and the parameters, l and h, that define the desired range of rejections. Of course, the hope is that setting these parameters will be relatively easy, whereas picking a suitable value for w when we are ignorant about the characteristics of the distribution π may be impossible. It will take experience with a wide range of problems to see how well this hope is fulfilled, and to develop guidelines for how best to use the short-cut method in practice.
Appendix -An R function implementing short-cut Metropolis
The function below, written in R (see http://www.r-project.org), implements a short-cut Metropolis update. This program (with additional code for gathering statistics) is available, along with scripts for the demonstrations in this paper, at http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/∼radford. Note that this program is intended for demonstration purposes only. I have made no serious attempt to optimize the code. Due to the interpretive implementation of R, the short-cut method suffers from significant overheads, which are not due to any fundamental aspect of the method.
The code below begins with a function for performing a standard Metropolis update, followed by the function for short-cut Metropolis. The version here returns all K states produced in the course of the short-cut procedure, all of which may be used when estimating expectations of state. proposed.x <-initial.x + w*pf() proposed.lpr <-lpr(proposed.x) # Decide whether to accept or reject the proposed state as the new state.
if (runif(1)<exp(proposed.lpr-initial.lpr)) # accept { next.x <-proposed.x next.lpr <-proposed.lpr rejected <-FALSE } else # reject { next.x <-initial.x next.lpr <-initial.lpr rejected <-TRUE } # Return the new state, its log probability, and whether a rejection occurred. K <-M*L states1 <-matrix(NA,K+1,length(initial.x)) states2 <-matrix(NA,M+1,length(initial.x)) # Store the initial state in the first row of states1 and of states2, and # evaluate its log probability. states1[1,] <-initial.x states2[1,] <-initial.x initial.lpr <-lpr(initial.x) # Do groups of Metropolis updates starting from the initial state, until we've # done many as were asked for, or until the number of rejections in a group # is outside the limits. States after each Metropolis update are saved # in states1. The final state for each group is saved in states2. Note # that for a group with the number of rejections outside the limits, the # state saved in states2 is not state the last state in states1, but rather # state from the start of the group. The indexes in states1 of the start # (upper0) and end (upper1) of these groups in are recorded for later use # in copying states. # Copy already-computed states as "new" states as we move backwards through # the groups previously simulated. Don't copy the last group causing the # reversal, for which the number of rejections was outside the limits. # Restore the initial state, then do more groups of Metropolis updates, # until we've done as many as were asked for, or the number of rejections in # a group is outside the limits. Record the indexes of the start (lower0) # and end (lower1) of these groups in states1.
last.x <-initial.x last.lpr <-initial.lpr 
